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John’s Paddle

Launch 1444hrs
John launched from Te wai

Parore Bay and headed sou-

east

For the next 2km John travels at 

speeds consistent with dwind, reaching 

peak speed of 17km/h before capsizing 

After travelling approx. 3.5km 

John turns downwind (Nwest)

cc

Capsize 1538hrs
At the 5km mark John capsizes 

and appears unable to 

remount. For approx. 2km he 

drifts in a N-west direction at 

about 2km/h

Turn Around 

Point 1529hrs

From 1552hrs to approx 1616hrs John makes multiple  

remount attempts

Coastguard is alerted 

1635hrs
Eyewitnesses report spotting John 

unable to remount and in the water 

close to rocks. 

Repeated calls to 

Coastguard between 

1635hrs and 1642hrs

cc

Coastguard 

departs 

dockside

1702hrs

At 1717hrs 

Coastguard is 

advised they 

have overshot 

and to turn back

John is evac’d to 

Coastguard at 

approx 1719hrs

1729hrsJohn 

arrives dockside 

at Tutukaka

Marina 

1636hrs, John detaches 

from craft, sets off LED 

Flare

Attempts at CPR commenced 

immediately upon arrival 

dockside with two qualified 

medical personnel attending.

John was called “unresponsive” 

at 1736hrs

cc

1751hrs Ambulance on 

scene

1722hrs St Johns called

1807hrs:John  

pronounced dead

cc



John’s actual ski timeline and extraction

1444hrs Launch

1526hrs Turn

1541hrs Remount

1542hrs Capsize #2

1635hrs Coastguard Called

1729hrs Coastguard 

Dockside

1719hrs Coastguard Patient 

onboard

cc

cc cc

Time elapsed in water: 

53mins Time elapsed: 44mins Time elapsed: 10 mins

1636hrs Releases craft & Flares

1633hrs Eyewitness spots John

1716hrs Coastguard called back after overshoot

1519hrs Eyewitness sighting orange ski 

1702hrs Cstgrd departs

1717hrs Patient spotted



Commentary
The following is a ‘best guess’ estimation of the sequence of events.  

By using the GPS tracking information, collating eyewitness reports an combining it with my knowledge of ocean ski 

paddling and, in particular, what I knew of John’s paddling and my knowledge of the coastline where the incident took 

place, the following is my summation.

After enjoying a luncheon with neighbours John announced that, as the wind was up, he was going for ‘a quick 

downwind’ before heading out to dinner with his family.

This was at approx. 2.30pm.  The GPS tracker shows John launching at 2.44pm and heading toward Rahomaumau Reef.

Sea conditions were testy with a steady 15kn s-east wind gust 20kn+.  There was a 2m easterly groundswell and the sea T 

was roughly 16 deg C.  In these conditions the coastline from what is known as ‘Northern Gable’ and Tutukaka Headland 

is particularly tricky.  The rocky coastline and protruding headlands not only produce a multi directional refraction swell, 

but also  offer no safe or easily accessible extraction points.

John paddled directly into the S Easterly wind for about 3.5km at avg speeds around 5km/h before turning to ‘surf’ 

downwind in a N-west direction back toward ‘Middle gable’ and his planned extraction point.

At some point, from the GPS information about 2km into the return journey, John reached peak speed at or around 

20km/h then capsized out of his craft.  This was not his first capsize, there is at least one other capsize that I can note 

where he remounted successfully.

This time, however, John can be seen (on GPS)  making multiple unsuccessful remount attempts. Note also, that by now 

John had been in the elements for more than an hour, mostly paddling, but with at least one capsize and remount. 

By now John is approx. 300m due east and 400m dues south of his launch/extraction point.  He spends a significant 

amount of time ‘swimming’ or ‘drifting’ with his craft.  By collating eyewitness reports, phone call logs and his GPS 

tracker, I calculate that he spent  almost an hour (53mins) in the water before an eyewitness spots him experiencing 

trouble and calls Coastguard for assistance.



Commentary

As he drifts close to “Te Wai Parore” the bay where he was aiming to extract, John was seen struggling with his 

craft and edging closer to the rocks.

By this stage several eye witnesses were watching his progress. At least two had unobstructed views with 

binoculars and/or telescopes. Three others had travelled by car to a point close to John’s position in the water, 

two taking up position on rocks shoreside and another on a set of stairs leading to the water.

All report that John was showing signs of exhaustion, particularly after he appeared to release his craft, set

off his LED Flare, clasp his paddle and drift.

Time was now critical, repeated calls to Coastguard became increasingly desperate.

By now John had been in the water for more than an hour, would have been feeling the effects of hypothermia

and, even dressed in a suitable PFD, was seen to be struggling to keep his head above water.

At some point, moments before Coastguard arrived, John was seen to go face down in the water and remain 

non responsive.

All reports after this, from Coastguard crew, first aid staff and eye witnesses (two of whom are highly trained 

medical profressionals) indicate that John was deceased when Coastguard extracted him from the water an got 

him on board.

Efforts to resuscitate were significant, but ultimately unsuccessful. Coastguard began CPR immedaietly John 

was extracted, including defibrillation and manual CPR and efforts to warm and get response.

.



Commentary
From a paddling perspective I believe, with respect, that John’s decision to paddle solo in conditions that

were on the upper margins of his ability was the main factor in this tragedy.

There are also some indications, although not able to be determined beyond doubt, that John may not have 

dressed to the conditions.  However, contrary to my earlier suspicions, it appears as if John did use a suitable 

leg leash and take with him a waterproof VHF radio.

I believe he inadvertently dropped his VHF radio then decided to drift closer to home before attempting a

series of remounts, unsuccessfully.

Once close to the rocky shoreline he decided to detach from his craft to avoid being washed ashore in the 

significant sea surges and wait for help.

Unfortunately this may have been an error of judgement, as that help arrived moments too late.

Had he adhered to ocean ski lore and remained with his craft, according to eye witnesses and my subsequent

investigations, he may have been able to survive.

Eyewitnesses report John clutching his paddle in a vertical position.  Coastguard reports that, when they pull

John onboard the paddle is threaded through the PFD horizontally.

In the water this would have become a detriment to his ability to keep his head above water and contributed 

to his drowning as, in that position, the paddle would inhibit movement and his ability to deal with the sea

conditions.

By now, it must be noted, that John had been in the drifting in the water for approx. 55 minutes and

hypothermia would most certainly be set in.

This is mere conjecture on my part however.



Commentary

The impact on Coastguard rescuers has been significant, and the ripples of shock through the paddling

community have been equally despairing.

I wish to acknowledge all those involved, particularly John’s immediate family, but also witnesses, 

rescuers, ambulance staff and locals who became embroiled in the incident once Coastguard was

dockside.

I hope some of this information can help in many ways, for healing, processing grief, and maybe most 

critically, providing lessons for ocean paddlers everywhere. 

This was a seemingly innocuous ‘quick downwind paddle’ that turned deadly.  The cogent lessons that can 

be derived are very important to digest.

As mentioned before, paddling solo in any conditions suitable for downwinding is dangerous.  Make sure 

you are capable of remounting in ALL conditions.  Always leash up and take communication devices.  

Ensure all devices are leashed to you NOT the craft.  Wear suitable clothing (a fit lean body does not 

protect you from the affects of hypothermia or add to your buoyancy). Paddle a craft you are confident 

and competent on.  Competent means being able to remount in rough conditions and paddle in 

whitecapping water with confidence when fatigued.

Always tell someone you are heading out, but relying on people shoreside to provide help and/or 

communicate the need for assistance is not good practice.  VHF radio is a direct line of contact to 

emergency assistance.  Cellphone communication is good, but can be problematic at sea.


